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DES-165 "Request" Process for Room Listings
Objective

Story
The inventory system created in HIMS allows for a "requested" status,
When a room is in this status, the front end should display it and prompt a user to generate a
request.
Please come up with a short term solution and a long term solution

Notes
Not for Land + Air (Initially out of scope, but they do support this today with
Softrips)
Would like to support blended room categories that are from existing inventory
with those that are "on request"

 

 

Background

What is the requested status?
The requested status is one of several stati that an inventory record (combination of day &
room category) may be set to. "On Request" means that we do not have an an allocation of
inventory to sell on the website, however, we can "request" additional inventory from the
hotel on a per booking basis.

When is it used?
The "Request" status is used when inventory is in short supply - either b/c:

The room category is not one where the supplier does not want an allocation, e.g.,
a high category room such as a penthouse or presidential suite.
The hotel is getting close to selling out all of its room nights and to wishes to
manage the remaining inventory on a booking-by-bookings basis.
We've the cut-off date but we want to keep selling it (or a booking straddles sell &
on request).
We've sold out our allocation of inventory and have not replenished. <-- This has
been verified (has implications when we are on stop sell)

Workflow today
( ) TA makes unconfirmed booking (per usual flow) with a requestedEGT.com
room category
(SoftTrips) Operations searches for anything "On Request" on an hourly basis
(Outlook) Ops sends  to supplier requesting inventory, and then waits 30email
minutes before calling to get a verbal confirmation (if the hotel doesn't reply back
to the original email)
(Outlook) Hotel confirms inventory (never over the phone). They email with a
confirmation number (this is not the rate booking code). Sometimes SLA is 24
hours.
(SoftTrips) Ops pulls up booking and confirms reservation (changing status from
unconfirmed to confirmed), pastes confirmation number (aka cost or booking
code) and attaches email from supplier as proof.
(SoftTrips) This automatically inputs the inventory above allotment

When moving an additional allotment granted (like moving FIT allotted
inventory to this booking), the inventory association is manual.
If canx occurs to above allotment inventory, then it does not return to
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shared pool for that hotel+room category+date combo. If the booking was
reported to hotel already, then we send a cancellation (messaging used
for upon deposit; manifesting (stop sell, recap (recap to hotel what we've
sold)) - use same method to notify hotel.

Ops go back to Rez (if from Rez Queue) - Adds template email to queue, and
emails go out every 15 minutes to notify booking is now confirmed.
TA pays i via SoftTrips.

Exception 

If hotel says inventory on an "On Request" unconfirmed booking not available, then we
search their site, and then escalate to superiors if they don't have. We don't take "no"
for an answer.

 

Principles/Considerations/Constraints/
The best solution is likely to be preventing hotels from hitting the On Request status
by having a robust Inventory Replenishment capability.
Can/should we reuse the FIT quote flow? <-- No we cannot b/c we want to go ahead and
let them book into an unconfirmed status.
What's the likelihood of using this flow for when we're out of allocation (not penthouse
scenario)? Would they more likely just go to another wholesaler? < Actualy sometimes
we're really competitive on commission so they want to stay with us, meeting overrides
goals, etc.
Factors to a "better" user experience.

Minimize reply time
Make it easy to book
Not require SP Agents to get involved, except in special cases, i.e., when the
hotel doesn't want to give us inventory.
Offer value adds when possible (upgrades - thank you for waiting, if possible)
Offer alternative hotel choices of similar quality, price and location.

 

 

Questions
Q: Can a hotel ever be "On Request" (as opposed to a room category)?
A: No, it's about the room category.

Q: Should we still display a rate (if available)?
A: (Hasn't happened but possible. Used to happen all the time, so we need to present the
price). Allow supplier to provide feedback if rate is not available.

Q: How often are we not able to fulfill an "On Request" request?
A: So far it has only been once or twice (we have had about 3 or 4 that the hotel said no,
we then give it to Elyse if someone else is able to sell it and she will get it confirmed by
going to her higher powers) – so right now, it is relatively few that we have not been able to
get confirmed. Elyse is our internal escalation point if we are told no.

Q: What’s the average turnaround for a hotel to give you the supply you need (and
what’s the shortest time and longest time)?
A: The shortest amount of time I would say is one hour, the longest is 2 days. Average is
same day unless we request it late in the day.

Q: When do want to decide when the deposit policy is determined (when the hotel is
requested or when we confirm the inventory)?
A: Ideally, our payment policy is our payment policy and having an on-request item does
not change the payment due dates. The difference with an on-request item is that we want
to be able to accept their money (credit card) but not actually charge it until the room is
confirmed. We would probably want some sort of trigger to accounting once the room is
confirmed to advise accounting to put the charge through.

Q: If a 2 room category booking is made where 1 room cat is available in our
allotment and the other is “on request”, should be put everything on hold until the
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2nd room category comes back as available? And what do you do if it isn’t?
A: What do you mean put everything on hold – do you mean put both rooms on request?
Today if it had two rooms on it one on request and one not, when we process the message
to the hotel, we can select which items (or all) to send to the hotel. I’m not sure I answered
your question, let me know, we can talk about this one.

Q: For things like tours and transfers and travel protection, do we just hold on to
those things until the “On Request" inventory comes back? Particularly the things
that requirement payment at time of booking.
A: Tours, transfers and travel protection are usually not an issue. These 3 items should
still be holding on a booking at the quoted prices. If a booking is requiring payment and it
has an on-request item – the system should have the ability to accept the payment, get a
pre-authorization of the amount but not physically charge or apply the money to the
booking. When the on-request item is confirmed we would then want the trigger sent to
accounting to apply the money.

Q: If it helps, we do have an option to remove promos, insurance, tours and
transfers out of the purchase flow until after inventory is confirmed, but that
has its own issues.
A: We would rather not explore that….
 

Q: Any thoughts on applying promotion codes to on request bookings? Should the
valid date be honored at time of unconfirmed booking or confirmed inventory?

 By Promotion Code – do you mean the hotel promotion code? If so, the hotel promotionA:
code or cost code should be on all communications that are sent to the hotel regarding a
particular booking. The promotion code would be the applicable code at the time of the
booking being created. So if the booking is created today and the promotion ends today,
but we don’t get it confirmed until tomorrow, the promotion code is still valid on this
booking unless we manually override it and pricing on the booking.
 

Q: If we have 3 rooms (status for inventory is SELL), and a user asks for 4 rooms,
would that invoke the "On Request" process. This would have big implications to
how we shop today (we would have to ignore availability on shop).
A: 

Q: How often do we do get bookings that are completely or partially "On Request"
A: On average about 3 - 5 a day (roughly a quarter of our bookings).

Approaches
Keep it manual like today.
Make it not require manual intervention by the SP Agent.

 

 

Solution(s)

Definition
System & User triggers for the "On Request" status:

When loading a room category that a hotel has defined as On Request (no contracted inventory)
When the number of available rooms for a given room category and date row becomes zero

Inventory that is specific to partner, partner group or group ID will not go to an "On Request" status.
Inventory that is groups only or tied to rates will go to an "On Request" status.

This is going to be a problem: Today inventory MUST be associated to a rate. Now consider the example where we
have a promotional rate that is heavily discounted, but only 5 rooms can be sold at this price. I assume we do not
want to keep selling rooms "On Request" at this rate when availability gets to 0.

Short term, include a flag for each rate that allows the user to select what happens to the inventory when
availability goes to 0, e.g., set to pause or close out status.
Long term, allow the system to draw from a shared pool of inventory (every rate is automatically drawing
from the shared pool of inventory unless a specifically associated to inventory). This way we can create
logic that will make shared inventory pools go to "On Request" while those specific to a rate will go to a
"Pause" status.

When the hotel requests us to change the status of a date + room category to "On Request".



 

System responses to when inventory is "On Request":

When does inventory go into an "On Request" status?
Follow the workflow as detailed in the use cases below.

Use Cases
 

UC0001: Travel Agent books "On Request" hotel
Preconditions: Travel Agent has signed into Partner application, and has navigated to the Hotel Search Widget.

Step Travel
Agent

System Exceptions Notes

1 Searches for
hotel.

   

2  Displays search results with hotels that contain room - rate
combinations that meet the name/destination, date, occupancy
and availability criteria. Any of the room rate combinations that
contain inventory in an "on request" status are signified as
being "on-request".

  

3 Clicks on a
hotel.

   

4  Displays details of hotel, including a listing of the top ten
room-rate combinations (based on the matching criteria
above). Any of the room rate combinations that contain
inventory in an "on request" status are signified as being
"on-request".

  

5 Clicks on
"Book Now"
button.

   

6  Displays "Review Your Trip" page, with changes:

"Amount Due Today" changed to "Amount Due at
Confirmation" and display the amount due today

OR Hide "Amount Due Today" section
OR Change copy to "Amount Due Now" and make it
$0
OR Keep as is (with the expectation we will confirm
on the day, as is typical)

Add trip to "Trip Manager".

  

7 Clicks on
"Save &
Continue"

 7.1 User adds
Travel
Protection.

7.1.1 User
clicks on
input to
option into
Travel
Protection
7.1.2 User
clicks on
"Save &
Continue."
7.1.3
Continue
to step 8.

 

8  Creates trip, and stores associated information in Partner Trip
Manager and SP Itineraries. Sets trip status to "Unconfirmed".
Sets hotel item sub-status to "Unconfirmed - Inventory
Requested".

  

9  Displays "Contact & Traveler Info" page   



10 User fills out
traveler info
and clicks on
"Save &
Continue"
button

   

11  Displays "Paymen"t page as today with changes:

"Amount Due Today" will be displayed as in step 6.
A notification will be displayed that the user will be
charged for the amount selected upon confirmation of the
booking.
A notification will be displayed as to when they will receive
a response (booking will be confirmed, rejected, or when
they will be contacted), typically within 24 hours, but not
longer than 48 hours

Payment schedule will be displayed based on what it would be
if booked now.

  

12 User fills out
payment info.

   

13  Runs normal availability and pricing (if applicable) checks.   

14  When part of the inventory is available, set the affected
in-allotment inventory to a "held" status

 While most to these requests will be
filled within 48 hours (accepted or
rejected), we should set a 72? hour
release timer on held inventory from
an "On Request" request.

15  Runs a pre-authorisation on the amount chosen by the user
with the payment processor. This amount will be held, but not
charged. Nothing is confirmed at this point (though booked)

  

16  Sets status of booking to "unconfirmed"   

17  Displays "Trip Detail" page with changes:

Messaging that booking is not confirmed.
Messaging of when user can expect a response.
Messaging that payment will charged at time of
confirmation, with the amount of the payment.

  

18  Generates web page (accessible via unique token) that
displays:

Logo
<welcome message and instructions>
Contact email at <brand>
Contact phone at <brand>
Inventory request data

Room category or categories
Quantity or quantities of rooms
Date of request
Dates of travel
Rate(s) requested name
Rate(s) requested booking code
Current inventory allocation of respective room
categories

where Supplier will be able to input:

Name
Title
Email
Phone
Accept or reject request response

If accept, then whether the acceptance is for the
request or general inventory replenishment, and
booking code

If inventory replenishment, then indicate the
category and quantity of rooms being added

Form submit

  



19  Sends email to supplier contact for inventory as defined in
contacts. Email will include:

Brand
Contact email at brand
Contact phone at brand
Inventory request data:

Room category or categories
Quantity or quantities of rooms
Date of request
Dates of travel
Rate(s) requested name
Rate(s) requested booking code
Current inventory allocation of respective room
categories

Instructions and hyperlink to web page created in step 14
(do not require sign in)
Alternate instructions if hyperlink doesn't work

Starts reminder timer.

18.1 Supplier
has no
computer
access / email
address in
system.

18.1.1
Send
itinerary
to "Hotel
On
Request"
Queue.
18.1.2
END

 

END

UC0002: Supplier User replies to inventory request
Preconditions: Referenced on request unconfirmed booking exists; Request for inventory has not already been filled or rejected; Supplier user has
successfully navigated to the "Inventory Request" web page (via hyperlink or URL input).

Step Supplier User System(s) Exceptions Notes

1 Fills out requested
information,
accepts inventory
request, and
submits form

 1.1 User times out

1.1.1 User refreshes page
1.1.2 Continue to step 1

1.2 User rejects request

1.2.1 Display form
submission confirmation. 
Content: TBD
1.2.2 Display alert in SP
Service Itinerary
"General" and "Hotel"
pages, that "Inventory
request rejected by hotel."
1.2.3 Send itinerary to
"Hotel On Request"
Queue.
END

Q4Dev: Can we support refresh or do
they need to use the hyperlink again - I
assume the URL is still OK as long, as the
request hasn't been responded to?

2  Display form submission confirmation.

Content: TBD

  

3  Add inventory to HIMS as a new row if
specific to booking, or to existing row
(corresponding to date, room category
and rate) to allotted column.

  

4  Charge customer credit card. 4.1 CC Fails

4.1.1 As defined in
Automated Payments
spec
4.1.2 END

 

5  Sets status of booking to "confirmed".   

6  Send confirmation email to Travel
Agent.

  

7  Remove itinerary from "Hotel On
Request" Queue.

  

END  



UC0003: SP Service User manually approves On Request booking
Preconditions: Referenced on request unconfirmed booking exists; Booking has been placed into "Hotel On Request" queue. Request for inventory
has not already been filled or fully rejected (rejected after escalation); SP User has acquired final inventory approval response from supplier. SP
User has navigated to relevant itinerary page.

Step SP User System(s) Exceptions Notes

1 Clicks on "Manage
inventory" (copy TBD) link.

   

2  Displays web form with:

Logo
<welcome message and instructions>
Contact email at <brand>
Contact phone at <brand>
Inventory request data

Room category or categories
Quantity or quantities of rooms
Date of request
Dates of travel
Rate(s) requested name
Rate(s) requested booking code
Current inventory allocation of respective
room categories

where Supplier will be able to input:

Name
Title
Email
Phone
Accept or reject request response

If accept, then whether the acceptance is
for the request or general inventory
replenishment, and hotel confirmation
number.

If inventory replenishment, then
indicate the category and quantity of
rooms being added

Form submit

  

3 Fills out requested
information, accepts
inventory request, and
submits form

 3.1 User times out

3.1.1 User refreshes page
3.1.2 Continue to step 1

3.2 User rejects request

3.2.1 Display form submission
confirmation. Content: TBD.
3.2.2 Display alert in SP Service
Itinerary "General" and "Hotel" pages,
that "Inventory request rejected by
hotel."
3.2.3 Send itinerary to "Hotel On
Request" Queue.
1.2.4 Send email to travel agent
informing of rejection. Content: TBD.
END

 

4  Display form submission confirmation.

Content: TBD

  

5  Add inventory to HIMS as a new row if specific to
booking, or to existing row(s) (corresponding to date,
room category and rate) to allotted column.

  

6  Charge customer credit card, using pre-authorisation. 6.1 CC Fails

6.1.1 (As defined in Automated
Payments spec)
6.1.2 END

 



7  Adds hotel confirmation number to booking.

Sets hotel item status to "Confirmed".

Sets status of booking to "Confirmed".

  

8  Send confirmation email to Travel Agent.   

9  Remove itinerary from "Hotel On Request" Queue.   

END  

UC0004: SP Service User manually rejects On Request booking
Preconditions: Referenced on request unconfirmed booking exists; Booking has been placed into "Hotel On Request" queue. Request for inventory
has not already been filled or fully rejected (rejected after escalation); SP User has acquired final inventory approval response from supplier. SP
User has navigated to relevant itinerary page.

Step SP User System(s) Exceptions Notes

1 Clicks on "Manage inventory" link.    

2  Displays web form with:

Logo
<welcome message and instructions>
Contact email at <brand>
Contact phone at <brand>
Inventory request data

Room category or categories
Quantity or quantities of rooms
Date of request
Dates of travel
Rate(s) requested name
Rate(s) requested booking code
Current inventory allocation of respective room
categories

where Supplier will be able to input:

Name
Title
Email
Phone
Accept or reject request response

If accept, then whether the acceptance is for the request
or general inventory replenishment, and booking code

If inventory replenishment, then indicate the
category and quantity of rooms being added

Form submit

  

3 Fills out requested information, rejects
inventory request, and submits form

 3.1 User times
out

3.1.1 User
refreshes
page
3.1.2
Continue to
step 1

 

4  Display form submission confirmation.

Content: TBD

  

5     

6  Contact payment gateway to release preauthorized amount.   

7  Sets hotel item status to "Cancelled".

 Sets status of booking to "Cancelled".

Adds comment to booking notes that inventory request was
rejected.

  

8  Send email to Travel Agent that request has been rejected.

Content: TBD

  

9  Remove itinerary from "Hotel On Request" Queue.   



END  

UC0005: SP Product User adds/updates Supplier Inventory contact information
Preconditions: Hotel exists in system. SP User has navigated to hotel in HIMS > Contact page.

Step Supplier
User

HIMS Exceptions Notes

1  Displays page with Inventory Contact
card form:

Department* (pre-filled with
"Inventory Requests")
Contact name
Email address*
Phone number*
Fax number
Mailing address country
(address fields based on country)

 Fields with * are required

2 Fills out
form.

Submits
form.

Validates form on onBlur of inputs. 2.1 All required fields not filled
out/fails validation.

2.1.1 Display error (per normal
styles)
2.1.2 User corrects errors

Validation

Department* (pre-filled with
"Inventory Requests")

Not empty
Contact name

Not empty
Email address*

Correctly formed with @ and
TLD format

Phone number*
None

Fax number
None

Mailing address country
None

(address fields based on country)
None

  Saves data.

Displays notice to user, data has been
saved.

  

END  

 

 

UC0006: SP Product views inventory that is in an "On Request" status
Preconditions: Hotel exists in system. SP User has navigated to hotel in HIMS > Inventory

Step Supplier User HIMS Exceptions Notes

1  Displays Inventory UI w/ control to filter display by
status

  

2 Selects to view
inventory rows in an
"On Request" status

 2.1 No hotels exist in "On Request" status

2.1.1 System hides all rows an displays in-page
message that no matching row, prompting and
allowing user to reset view controls.

 

  On input button release / key up, filters display to
only show inventory rows in an "On Request"
status, keeping existing sort order.

  

END  

Future Use Cases
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